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2020 was a year of racial reckoning long overdue. It is clear that our world needs young
people, leaders, activists who are willing to take on racism and fight white supremacy in all of
our institutions, including education. The beauty in this movement is that teaching is activism.
Educators are uniquely able to use social justice as a means for learning in many different ways.
However, in my experience, many white educators, if not most, are adept at avoiding any
conversation about race, especially in their classrooms. This avoidance not only abandons any
hope for hands-on experiential learning of the social justice process, but also upholds the white
supremacist institutions already in place. So the question becomes, how can educators engage in
authentic dialogue about race to advance racial justice for our students?
This project aimed to demonstrate one way that teachers can engage in conversations
about race in a classroom setting that was directly tied to existing curriculum. This project was
completed in a 6th grade Language Arts classroom, however, it would be appropriate for any
secondary classroom and could be completed with all subject areas.  Racism doesn’t stick to one
school subject.
It is important to note that much of my research focused on how identity and white
privilege shapes how most educators interact with students, curriculum, other teachers and
administrators, and families, and is the first thing that must be examined when bringing in
conversations about race in the classroom.  It is one of the most challenging things to address
because it requires a critical look at educators’ individual privileges that our institutions and
society have programmed us to ignore (McIntosh, 1988). Color evasion (Gillborn, 2019), or
ignoring the experience of people of color to protect your own comfort, has become a tool of
many educators.  But this avoidance of conflict, this avoidance of self-evaluation of how race
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and racism funds our society and institutions, is the direct funding of white supremacy
(Ladson-Billings, 2018).  Well-intentions do not go far enough, teachers must be willing to
critically examine their role in maintaining white supremacy in education.
In addition to the critical practice of self-reflection, I found that using Ladson-Billings'
(2018) “deciphering knowledge” approach was the ideal way to incorporate conversations about
race into the existing curriculum I had to teach. “Deciphering knowledge” refers to analyzing
curriculum with a race critical lens and shining a light on what is left unsaid, what is not covered,
and exploring why. This method is preferred to adding new materials or diversifying content
because it addresses the inherent racism within the existing curriculum, thereby exposing it and
opening a critical lens for both students and teachers to other course contents. Using this
approach, I revised an existing unit in my language arts curriculum.  The same approach can be
applied across subject areas as a way to engage students in talking about race.
The project I completed was a two-week pre-reading unit in which we built background
knowledge about indigenous people, while also connecting to conversations about race. In
previous years, this unit focused on historical oppression and disease that wreaked havoc on the
indigenous population of the early United States. In this project, I wanted to shift the focus from
the narrative of Native Americans in the past, to those who are living now and reclaiming their
heritage. I wanted students to see the connection between history and today and see that the
stories and stereotypes of Native Americans that are told in our society are limited in their
understanding of a complex and beautiful culture. I wanted students to see that racism gets in the
way of seeing humanity.
The project focused heavily on classroom community, self-reflection, and dialogue.
Students had many different media with which to explore and reflect upon their own racialized
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experiences of Native Americans and beyond. Each day focused on student-led explorations and
then classroom discussions about their discoveries and realizations along the way. Each day
consisted of self-reflection through journaling or reflection on general questions about the
experience. In this project, we were building background knowledge about indigenous people in
preparation for reading a historical fiction novel, but we also had conversations about race.
This project was delivered in a fully online format where students logged into a Google
Meet and participated virtually in these activities through the learning management system called
Canvas. Many of the activities were videos, music, poetry, or short stories that were completed
independently first. Then students would bring their reflections back to the class and we would
have a large group discussion. I did collect some student responses anonymously in an effort to
show students they were not alone in their thinking or understanding of indigenous people, and
that it was ok to admit when it’s time to change your thinking. In this project, students had the
control to explore different perspectives and discuss them with their peers in a way that met the
objectives of the curriculum, but also allowed them to authentically examine through discussion
and dialogue, how racism affects each of us.
This project was just one example of how educators can invite dialogue about race into
their classrooms as a way to advance racial justice for students. If all educators just took this one
step of inviting dialogue and discourse about race into their classrooms around existing
curriculum, we could remove the practice of color evasion in schools and start to really have
serious conversations about how we end racism in our schools. It starts with a teacher who needs
to be willing to critically reflect on their own privileges, and be willing to have courageous
conversations with students, and model what it looks like, feels like, and sounds like to have
authentic conversations about race in the classroom.
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Introduction:
This project aims to prepare students for a novel study in which they will be asked to reflect on
their personal connections with race and racism. This two-week mini unit is meant to carefully
scaffold the foundation on which students can be successful and feel empowered to talk about
racism and stereotypes in the novel.
This unit was designed with 6th grade developmental needs in mind. As this is likely one of the
first formal conversations about racism for 11 and 12 year old students, the approach is focused
on the idea of single stories and how we need to be aware of “The Danger of a Single Story,” or
systemic racism and prejudice, in order for us as learners to work on expanding our perspectives
and viewpoints and work towards anti-racism.
Classroom Foundations: My classroom is set up in a way that helps to create a homeplace first
and foremost for students. The priorities in my classroom are to ensure that all students feel they
have power, have a voice, are loved, cared for, and respected and that we hold each other up and
keep each other on the journey to thrive in school. With this in mind, my classroom relies heavily
on our classroom agreements and community building.
Classroom Agreements: We create “classroom agreements” at the start of the school year that
are unique to each class period and are created by the students in that class (no say from the
teacher). These agreements are rooted from this class goal:
In this class our goal is to coexist, share, and collaborate on a journey to find joy, passion,
and drive in order to help our friends, family, and community thrive.
Students brainstormed how we can work to achieve this goal and came up with agreements.
These agreements are brought up regularly, but especially on days where I expect challenging
conversations or personal conversations. Each quarter we revisit these agreements to see if we
need to make changes or additions.
Community Building: My classroom has a set of community building routines that happen
daily as part of our class. These exercises help to create a homeplace where all students are
welcome to be their authentic selves, while also building relationships with the teacher and their
peers. Each lesson will always have a “welcome” slide with “Do Nows” and community building
activity.
Special Note: This unit was taught in a distance learning environment, some alterations may be
needed for in-person learning. For example, any lesson that fell on a Wednesday needed to be
asynchronous and something students could do on their own. Because of this, Wednesday lessons
are often shorter and much less rigorous than in-person days.
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Backwards design: This unit was developed using Universal Backwards Design. The end goal
for students is as follows:
Students will be able to make connections between written and visual texts and themselves and
be able to reflect on racism and prejudice around Native Americans both in discussions and in
self-reflective writing.
The assessment will be an on-going collection of journal reflections (in the form of exit tickets)
collected throughout the unit, and culminating in a final reflection submitted at the end of the
unit.  (Again, adjustments may be made if fully in-person. For example, these journal entries
could be written in a notebook rather than submitted online.)
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UNIT AT-A-GLANCE
Storytelling as a way to Talk about Race — Expanding Knowledge of Indigenous Stories
Day 1: Storytelling - We are Water Protectors
Day 2: I am a Storyteller
Day 3: The Danger of a Single Story - Video
Day 4: The Danger of a Single Story - Discussion
Day 5: Expanding on Single Stories of Indigenous People
Day 6: Digging Deeper - More Perspectives of Indigneous People
Day 7: Whose Land am I on?
Day 8: Learning and Honoring Ojibwe Language - Learning Greetings
Day 9: Learning and Honoring Ojibwe Language - Learning The Birchbark House Novel
Vocabulary
Day 10: Celebration of Growth & Change - Games and End of Unit Reflection
STANDARDS FOR UNIT
Reading Literature:
● 6.4.1.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.
● 6.4.6.6 Explain how an author develops the point of view of the narrator or speaker in a
text, including those by or about Minnesota American Indians.
Reading Informational:
● 6.5.1.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as
inferences drawn from the text.
● 6.5.3.3 Analyze in detail how a key individual, event, or idea is introduced, illustrated,
and elaborated in a text (e.g., through examples or anecdotes).
● 6.5.7.7 Integrate information presented in different media or formats (e.g., visually,
quantitatively) as well as in words to develop a coherent understanding of a topic or
issue.
Speaking, Viewing, Listening, and Media Literacy:
● 6.9.1.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups,
and teacherled) with diverse partners on grade 6 topics, texts, and issues, building on
others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.
○ a. Come to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material;
explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to evidence on the topic, text, or
issue to probe and reflect on ideas under discussion.
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○ b. Follow rules for collegial discussions, set specific goals and deadlines, and
define individual roles as needed.
○ c. Pose and respond to specific questions with elaboration and detail by making
comments that contribute to the topic, text, or issue under discussion.
○ d. Review the key ideas expressed and demonstrate understanding of multiple
perspectives through reflection and paraphrasing.
○ e. Cooperate, mediate, and problem solve to make decisions as appropriate for
productive group discussion.
● 6.9.2.2 Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually,
quantitatively, orally) and explain how it contributes to a topic, text, or issue under study.
● 6.9.8.8 As an individual or in collaboration, create an informative multimedia work or a










● I can discuss the importance of storytelling.
● I can make connections and observations about a text.
● I can add to our collective class knowledge by sharing what I know in a small group.
Materials
● A way to display discussion questions (ex: Google slides, whiteboard)
● A way to collect student discussion responses (ex: note taking, whiteboard)
● We Are Water Protectors (hard copy book; or read aloud online and a way to project it to
students: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqWTouyaQ-8)
● A way to collect student reflection responses (ex: online learning management system




● Collective Knowledge Creation
Lesson - 45 minutes
Overview:  This unit is all about storytelling and what stories are told and why. The unit launch
today is meant to get students working together to come up with a definition for what storytelling
is, build their background knowledge about storytelling, then practice identifying why stories are
told by listening to a picture book read aloud and discussing the story’s meaning. Students end
the lesson in a small group discussing reflection questions and submitting an exit ticket.
1. Tell students that this unit is all about storytelling and what stories are told and why. This
will help us build background knowledge, or helpful information, that will help us better
read and understand our next class novel. Review the Learning Targets with the class so
they know what to expect today.
a. Today’s Learning Targets are:
i. I can discuss the importance of storytelling.
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ii. I can make connections and observations about a text.
iii. I can add to our collective class knowledge by sharing what I know in a
small group.
2. Learning target #1
a. Ask the class - What is storytelling? Ask the class to build up a class definition of
storytelling. Take 2-3 student responses. Write down the definition for all students
to see.
b. Build more context - Ask the class - Why do we tell stories? Take 2-3 responses.
c. Build more context - Ask the class - How do we learn from stories? Take 2-3
responses.
d. Make connections - Ask students to share - Have you heard a story that has stuck
with you and taught you a valuable lesson? Take 2-3 share outs.
3. Affirm and Add - Stories are a universal experience - we all have heard stories and we all
have told stories.  You already told me why we tell stories (repeat student answers) and
explained how we learn from stories (repeat student answers). The next novel we will
read is a historical fiction story called The Birchbark House. It’s the story of a young
Ojibwa girl growing up in the 1800s in what we now call Northern Minnesota.  Why
would we want to read stories about the past?
Possible Answers: Storytelling connects us to each other and to our past. To
know more about what it was like to live back then. To learn from our past.
4. Learning Target #2
Tell students - There are many stories and it’s important to make connections between the
past and our present so we can learn and grow.  The Birchbark House is a story about
indigenous people in the past.  We are going to read a modern story about current
indigenous people, called We are Water Protectors, which was written by Carole
Lindstrom who is Ojibwa. This is our second learning target - to make connections and
observations about a text.
As we read, ask yourself…
● What does the storyteller want me to learn? (There may be multiple
lessons!)
● What images stand out to you? Why do you think these pictures were
used? Do they represent something important?
5. Read - We are Water Protectors: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqWTouyaQ-8
6. Large Group Discussion - Ask 2-3 students to build off of each others’ answers so we
have a collective understanding.
a. What does the storyteller want me to learn? (There may be multiple lessons!)
Possible Answers: Water is sacred; water is alive with the spirits of our ancestors;
water affects everything, us, animals, plants, others.
b. What images stand out to you? Why do you think these pictures were used? Do
they represent something important?
Possible Answers: We are still here means protesters will not back down; the
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environment needs our protection; Native Americans are still protecting the water
and land.
c. Teacher Share (if students don’t already mention) - The author says “we are still
here” because many times, people think of Native Americans as only existing in
the past, when in reality, they are still doing what their ancestors taught them, to
protect the earth.  This story highlights how Native Americans are honoring the
stories of their past, by fighting for the environment. Stories of our past are
connected to stories of today!
7. Learning Target #3
Small Group Discussion - Break students up into small groups of 3-4.  Tell students they
should work together to discuss the questions and brainstorm answers together for the
exit ticket.  Each student will still need to turn in their own exit ticket to show their own
reflection/understanding of what they discussed today.
a. Exit Ticket Reflection/Discussion Questions:
i. What knowledge did the author want to share?
ii. What did the author want you to think about?
iii. What images/pictures were used to help tell the story? Why do you think
the illustrator picked those images?
Closing
Today we discussed the importance of storytelling and analyzed a story to make connections
from our past to our present. You also had a chance to discuss and share your own knowledge in
a small group. Tomorrow we will continue our discussion of storytelling and you will have the
chance to be storytellers!
Assessment
Appendix A - Exit Ticket: Sharing Knowledge Reflection/Discussion Questions:
● What knowledge did the author want to share?
● What did the author want you to think about?








● I can be a storyteller and share a piece of knowledge that was passed on to me with my
peers.
Materials
● A device that will record video/sound
● FlipGrid (online video sharing platform for classrooms/students)
● Objects (as needed by each student)




Lesson - 20 minutes (originally an asynchronous learning day; hence shorter lesson)
Overview: Students will have an opportunity to share a personal story or piece of knowledge that
was passed down to them from someone they know through storytelling. This lesson emphasizes
that all of us have been told stories and we have all been storytellers and have knowledge to
share.
1. Review the previous lesson.
a. What is storytelling and why is it important? Have 2-3 students share out and
build on each others’ answers.
b. What did the author of We are Water Protectors want us to think about and learn?
Have 2-3 students share out and build on each others’ answers.
c. What images from We are Water Protectors stood out to you and why? Have 2-3
students share out and build on each others’ answers.
2. Tell students:  Today you get to be a storyteller and decide what lesson your audience
gets to learn about and decide what image will help tell your story.
Today’s learning target is: I can be a storyteller and share a piece of knowledge that was
passed on to me with my peers.
3. Explain Assignment: Object Storytelling - Tell students they will be picking a story that
was told to them or a piece of knowledge that was passed down to them by a friend,
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teacher, or family member.  Then they will pick an object that either represents the story,
or helps to support the story.  Then they will film themselves telling their story with their
object to support the story.  The video will be posted on FlipGrid and should be less than
3 minutes long.
a. Share teacher example videos:
- Mrs. Sutliff - The Right Way to Put Your Pillow on the Bed
- Mr. Hegg - Don’t Buy Butter
- Mr. Smith - How to Plant Potatoes the Irish Way
4. Once students have filmed and posted their videos, they should go and watch 2-3 (or
more) peer videos and learn from each other!
Closing
Tell Students - they will have the opportunity to share their video with the large group in the next
class.
Assessment
Appendix B - Object Storytelling FlipGrid Video - student submitted story
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DAY THREE





● I can review what is storytelling and share stories.
● I can listen to and comprehend information presented in a video.
● I can answer the questions, What is a single story? Why should “single stories” be
considered dangerous?
Materials
● Device to watch the video





Lesson - 45 Minutes
Overview: Students will review storytelling and share out their own stories from the Object
Storytelling assignment to start the class. Then students will watch “The Danger of a Single
Story” on EdPuzzle. The EdPuzzle video has guided questions and final reflection questions at
the end.
1. Review the previous lessons.
a. What is storytelling? Share the different definitions students have been sharing
out all week. Ask for any additions.
b. You got to be a storyteller yesterday with the Object Storytelling assignment. I’d
love for some of your classmates to share your story! (take 2-3 volunteers to
either retell their story, or play their video). Encourage students to review the
FlipGrid to see more stories.
2. Tell Students: Today we move on to learn about a kind of storytelling that can be
dangerous. Today we will watch a TedTalk video called “The Danger of a Single Story”
by Chimamanda Adichie, a Nigerian author and storyteller. Your learning targets for
today are to listen and comprehend the information in the video, and, by the end of the
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video, be able to answer the questions 1) What is a single story?; and 2) Why should
single stories be considered dangerous?
3. Explain the Assignment:  The video is in EdPuzzle and will have several reflection
questions embedded in the video to help you reflect on what you are hearing. At the end
of the video, you should be able to answer these questions: 1) What is a single story?;
and 2) Why should single stories be considered dangerous? Be ready to discuss these
questions and anything that stood out to you in tomorrow’s class.
a. Embedded Questions in video:
i. At 02:58 - What do you think she means when she says "a single story"?
What is she talking about?
ii. At 09:37 - Can you think of any times in your own life when you found
yourself sucked into a "single story" understanding of someone else? Or a
group of people? Explain the single story you thought of.
iii. At 18:32 - Why is it important to reject single stories? Why are single
stories dangerous?
4. Student Work Time: Allow students to watch the video on their own (not as a small group
or large group); this allows them to take control of their personal reflections and
interactions with the video - which can be deeply personal.
a. As students complete the EdPuzzle Questions in the video, review question 2 and
copy/paste responses anonymously into Google Slides or Powerpoint to display
and share with the class for the following day’s discussion.
Closing
Tell students - Tomorrow we will discuss what we learned from the video and reflect as a class
on the questions 1) What is a single story?; and 2) Why should single stories be considered
dangerous?.  Please be ready to share your reflections, aha moments, or anything that stood out
to you.
Assessment
Appendix C - The Danger of a Single Story - EdPuzzle Video and Reflection Questions
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DAY FOUR




● I can discuss and reflect on “The Danger of a Single Story” and explain what it means.
● I can reflect on my own experience with single stories.
Materials
● Google Slides/Powerpoint to display discussion questions and student responses from day
three’s EdPuzzle lesson.







Lesson - 45 Minutes
Overview: Students will discuss as a whole class the video from the previous lesson and reflect
on their and their classmates’ experiences with single stories. Students will be able to build their
awareness of when only single stories are told and seek additional perspective. Students will be
able to explain the concept of “single stories” and why they are dangerous.
1. Review the previous lessons. We have been talking about storytelling and yesterday you
watched a video that explained “The Danger of a Single Story”. Today we are going to
talk about this as a class.  Our learning targets today are:  I can discuss and reflect on
“The Danger of a Single Story” and explain what it means. I can reflect on my own
experiences with single stories. And I can build my awareness of when only single stories
are told and seek more perspectives.
2. Review Class Agreements:  Our class made class agreements at the start of the year and
have been coming back to them often and updating them as needed, especially when we
have conversations that may be challenging or take courage to do. Today’s discussion is
one that takes courage, honesty, and be willing to listen and perhaps change how we
think.  So before we start, I want to make sure we all remember what we have promised
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to each other so we can have a great discussion where everyone feels heard and
respected. Let’s look at our class agreements. (Review them as a class and ask if any new
agreements need to be added.)
3. Discussion: Ok, let’s keep our class agreements in mind as we have some courageous
conversations about single stories.
Display one discussion question at a time:
a. Question 1: What are single stories? Why are single stories dangerous? (take 2-3
answers; encourage students to build off of each other’s responses/definitions)
i. Possible answers: single stories are stereotypes we have of people or
places; they are dangerous because we might unknowingly be judging
people or think we know something we may not.
b. Question 2: How can we be more active in making sure we have more than one
story? What tools do we have access to to help with this? (Take 2-3 responses;
encourage students to build off of each other’s thoughts.)
i. Possible answers: we can read more books by authors from different
backgrounds; we can ask people to share their experience rather than
assume. Tools available to us to expand our stories are libraries, teachers,
reading lists, social media, the internet, people of diverse backgrounds and
experiences.
c. Question 3: Do you have a time where someone only had a single story of you?
OR Do you have a time where you only had a single story of others?
Tell students: Don’t answer this one yet -- This was actually a reflection question
from the video and I want you to see the responses from your classmates.  I’m
going to display several anonymous responses from classmates in 6th grade (not
just your class). Each slide I will leave up for about a minute.  Please read silently
1-2 responses for each slide.  You will not be able to read all of them, but I want
you to see just how many of your peers have experienced single stories. Let’s stay
silent until we are done looking at the slides.
i. Display anonymous student responses from the previous lesson. (These
are often really powerful realizations of race, privilege, and identity.)
d. Open up for students to share their experiences of single stories if they volunteer
to -- no one needs to if they are uncomfortable. (Take as many stories as are
volunteered - we want to validate their stories and experiences and not shut them
down.)
4. Tell Students: It is important to remember the power of the word “and” when we think
about single stories. Building awareness of when we get stuck in a single story is
important to fight stereotypes!  Stereotypes are incomplete pictures of people, we need to
remember there is more...there is an AND.
a. Example:  Teachers are here to help me learn, AND they have lives and families
outside of school.
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b. Example: Students are supposed to learn and do homework AND they are also
kids who need a break!
5. Explain Assignment: Exit Ticket: Single Story Discussion Reflection - Students will
write a short reflection in the last 5 minutes of class thinking about the discussion we had
today and asking themselves, what surprised them about the discussion, what made them
think differently, and why are single stories dangerous to them?
Closing
Thank you for the AMAZING conversation we had today. I really appreciate the courage,
honesty, and respect you all showed in our discussions and I am proud of our class.  Tomorrow
we are going to analyze how single stories affect Native Americans and we will use our new
tools to expand our perspectives and stories of Native peoples.
Assignment
Appendix D - Exit Ticket: Single Story Discussion Reflection
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DAY FIVE






● I can reflect on my own experience with single stories around Native Americans.
● I can build my awareness of when only single stories are told and seek more perspectives
from Native Americans.
Materials
● Tic-Tac-Toe Board - Expanding Indigenous Stories.







Lesson - 45 Minutes
Overview: Students will anonymously share the single stories they have been told about Native
Americans. Students will use online resources to explore more perspectives and stories about
indigenous people and complete a 3-2-1 exit ticket writing their questions and wonderings.
1. Review the previous lessons.
a. We have been talking about storytelling and how it is a powerful tool to share
information, but yesterday we talked about how some stories - single stories - can
be dangerous and lead us to stereotypes or judging people.
b. You all did an amazing job sharing your own experiences with single stories and
we talked about how building awareness of single stories and seeking more
information and perspectives can help us avoid falling into those stereotypes.
2. Tell students:  We are preparing to read a historical fiction story called The Birchbark
House by Louise Erdrich. This story is about an Ojibwe family living in what we now
call northern Minnesota in the 1890s. Today I want us to focus on the single stories we
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have been told about Native Americans, especially because it is easy for us to get sucked
into a single story of Native Ameriacns as we read our next novel. And we know we want
to avoid that.
3. Discussion:  We are going to share out the single stories we have been told about Native
Americans as a class using an anonymous online tool called Mentimeter. I’ll display the
responses.  Enter as many single stories as you are comfortable doing.
a. Display the Mentimeter responses to this question: What single stories have we
been told about Native Americans?
i. Possible answers: They were feathers and braids in their hair. They have
dream catchers. They are the “bad guys” in movies and in games. They
have arrows and bows. They are lazy. They are alcoholics. They are poor
and live on reservations. They are why we have Thanksgiving. They can
talk to animals.
b. Read the responses out loud and ask if anyone else has also heard these before.
c. Tell students: These are all single stories we have been told about Native
Americans. We talked yesterday that we need to first be aware of our single
stories, then we need to seek more information and perspectives. Now that we
have become aware of the single stories we have as a class about Native
Americans, we are going to spend some time expanding those stories.
4. Explain Assignment: Expanding our Stories of Indigenous People and 3-2-1 Exit Ticket -
Students will select at least 3/9 videos to watch and complete a “tic-tac-toe” to learn more
about indigenous people of North America (they may watch more than 3!).  The videos
include public news stories, poetry written by indigenous people, and social media posts
by indigenous influencers. Tell students, this is NOT a full representation of indigenous
people - as we discussed, we can never know everything about a whole group of people!
This is just meant to get you thinking about different perspectives and get you wondering
about what else you could learn while expanding our stories of indigenous people.  When
you are done watching the videos, you will complete a 3-2-1 Exit Ticket explaining 3
things you learned, 2 things you want to learn more about, and 1 question you have.
Closing
Thank you again for your willingness to be honest and courageous as we discuss single stories of
indigenous people and try to expand our knowledge and perspectives of them! Remember we
cannot know everything about a group of people and there are thousands of stories for us to
explore.  As long as we are open to constantly learning, listening, and asking questions, we are
doing our best to fight off single stories!  The rest of the time is work time to watch the videos
and complete the 3-2-1 Exit Ticket.
Assessment
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● I can continue exploring my wonderings and learn more perspectives of indigenous
history and culture.
● I can reflect on what I have learned and how I can challenge single stories of Native
Americans.
Materials
● Questions from previous day’s 3-2-1 Exit Ticket - Typed up to display to students






Lesson - 45 Minutes
Overview: Gather the questions students still had in the 3-2-1 Exit Ticket from the previous
lesson and display them for the glass. Students will have an opportunity to “dig deeper” into
some of these questions today and reflect on their new or changed perspectives of indigenous
people.
1. Review the previous lessons.
a. We have been working on expanding our perspectives of Native Americans.
Yesterday you were watching videos from the tic-tac-toe board assignment.
b. Share out - what was something you learned? Something that surprised you? Or
something you want to learn more about? (take 2-3 responses or more)
c. Display the list of questions students wrote on their 3-2-1 exit ticket from the
previous lesson.
i. Possible responses: Why were Native Americans removed from their
original lands? Why did Native Americans lose their culture? How do
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dream catchers work? What are some indigenous customs? What are some
indigenous stories? What are some traditional games? Whose land am I
on? Where are all the tribes? What were Native American boarding
schools?
2. Tell Students: Today you are going to have the chance to dig deeper and to get more
information about some of your questions. I have used the questions you came up with
and have found some additional resources for you to explore and expand your stories of
indigenous people even further. Remember, these are just additional resources, not every
question you have will be answered today, but hopefully it will help keep you expanding
your knowledge and stories of indigenous people, so we can make sure to avoid single
stories.
3. Explain Assignment: Dig Deeper - Students will select two questions to focus on and
review additional resources.  When done reviewing resources, they will complete an Exit
Ticket Reflection with the following questions:
a. What is something new that you will remember and take with you?
b. How has your perception and understanding of Native Americans changed after
learning a little more about them?
c. Do you feel empowered to challenge single stories of Native Americans? Why or
why not?
Closing
Tomorrow we will learn about why land acknowledgment is important to indigenous people and
we will discover whose land we are currently living on.
Assessment
Appendix F - Exit Ticket - Dig Deeper Reflection:
1) What is something new that you will remember and take with you?
2) How has your perception and understanding of Native Americans changed after learning
a little more about them?










● I can read an informational article and discuss it with my peers.
● I can compare written information with visual information to answer the question
“Whose land am I on?”
Materials
● Mary Lyons quote - display for student discussion
● What is Land Acknowledgement? Video
● Reading: Indigneous People & Land Acknowledgement
● Maps of Ojibwe and Dakota original land on the midwest.





Lesson - 45 Minutes (could stretch this lesson over 2 days if desired!)
Overview: Today students will discuss what they value from their homes and land, then will
watch a video to introduce land acknowledgement and to get some background about why the
land is so important to indigenous people. Then students will read a short informational article
giving background information about how land was taken from Native Americans and how we
can help repair past harms by acknowledging the history associated with the land we live on.
Finally students will explore the different lands they have been on and see what tribes
historically called those lands home before colonization of North America.
1. Review previous lessons.
a. We have talked about how powerful storytelling can be and have learned single
stories can be dangerous. We have also learned how to challenge those single
stories by learning, asking questions, and expanding our perspectives. We have
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reflected on the single stories we had of indigneous people and we are going to
continue that work today by talking about land.
2. Discuss:
a. Ask students what they value about their homes? What would they do if they
couldn’t live there anymore because someone else wanted to call it home, but they
had no say? (take 2-3 responses)
i. Possible Responses: they have a place to go; they value the gardens and
flowers and trees; they value being able to play. If taken away, would feel
powerless; feel unfair; unseen; unheard.
b. Display: Mary Lyons Quote - Why is land important to Mary Lyons? (take 1-2
responses)
i. Possible Responses: land is alive to her; land is her connection to family
and culture.
c. Video: Honor Native Land by U.S. Dept. of Arts and Culture -- Tell students we
are going to watch a video to hear more about why Native Americans value their
homelands and why land acknowledgement is important. Watch together as a
class.  Be ready to share something that stood out to you. (take 2-3 responses)
i. Possible responses: land is a really important part of indigenous culture;
land is where ancestors are; acknowledging the land shows indigenous
people we are trying to make up for past harm and show respect. I didn’t
know the land was stolen from Native Americans; we need to
acknowledge the good and the bad parts of history to heal.
3. Small Group Reading: Indigneous Peoples and Land Acknowledgement - Popcorn read
the article together in your small group.As you read, be thinking about these questions:
a. What struck you most about the reading? What questions do you have about it?
b. Why do you think most Americans know so little about Indigenous peoples?
c. Do you know less than you would like to about the people on whose land you are
living? If so, what would you like to know and why?
4. Large Group:  Call the class back to a large group and display the map of Minnesota. Tell
students that we will spend the rest of today learning whose land we have been on. Show
the map of the traditional Dakota. Then show the map of the traditional Ojibwe.  Explain
to students that these lands overlap with different tribes that still exist today.  Our novel,
The Birchbark House, takes place in what we now call northern Minnesota, but as we can
see from this map, it’s actually Ojibwe and Annishinabe land.
5. Explain the Assignment: Display the active map: https://native-land.ca/. Demonstrate
how to look up popular North American destinations or even home addresses.  Tell
students they will do their own exploring and discover whose land they have been on.
They will complete the Whose Land? Worksheet by finding at least 3 different locations
around North America they have been to or want to visit someday, and learn whose tribal
land it is on.
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Closing
It’s important that we know whose land we are on so we can honor the indigneous people who
are still here. Tomorrow we are going to learn how we can honor the language of the Ojibwe
people.  We will learn some Ojibwe greetings and common words that will be in our novel. Be
ready to learn a new language tomorrow!
Assessment
Appendix G - Whose Land? Exploration worksheet
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DAY EIGHT





● I can watch a video, take notes, and learn how to say “hello” and “goodbye” in Ojibwe.
Materials
● Video: Let’s Start Ojibwe - Hello Goodbye
● Note-taking Graphic Organizer
Academic Vocabulary
● Ahneen (hello - Ojibwe)
● Nanaboozhoo or boozhoo (hello - Ojibwe)
● Baamaapii (later - Ojibwe)
Lesson - 20 Minutes (originally an asynchronous learning day; hence shorter lesson)
Overview: Today students will get a brief introduction to the Ojibwe language and learn the
common greetings used.  Students will need to take notes and turn those in as evidence of
participation.
1. Review previous lessons:
a. We have been working expanding our single stories of indigenous peoples.  So far
we have asked questions and learned more perspectives about Native Americans
and we have acknowledged that we are on stolen land and can identify whose land
we are on. Today we are going to learn some Ojibwe language to further honor
the indigenous people who live in the area now called Minnesota.
2. Tell students:  We do not have to be fluent in a language to learn to respect and honor it.
One way we can honor language is to learn how to pronounce names, places, and words
correctly.  Think about it - how annoying is it when someone says your name wrong ALL
the time? Learning how to pronounce names and commonly used words is one way we
can show our respect and appreciation for indigenous people.
3. Explain Assignment: Today you will be learning from an Ojibwe Language Professor
who teaches at tribal colleges in what we now call Canada. This is his lesson teaching us
common greetings in Ojibwe. You will use the note taking graphic organizer and fill it in
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as you listen to the video lesson.  You can pause or rewind the video to make sure you
can say the words correctly or to fill in the notes.
Closing
Tomorrow we will continue to learn more about how we can honor the Ojibwe language and
learn a few more common words that will show up in our book starting next week!
Assessment
Appendix H - Video: Let’s Start Ojibwe - Hello Goodbye and Note-taking Graphic Organizer
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DAY NINE







● I can discuss why language is important to the Ojibwe people.
● I can learn some Ojibwe words and practice using the words and make visual
representations of the words to help me remember them!
Materials
● Video: Language Preservation - Film by the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe
● Ojibwe People’s Online Dictionary - https://ojibwe.lib.umn.edu/





Lesson - 45 Minutes
Overview: Today students will watch a video from a local Ojibwe Tribe’s efforts to preserve
their language and why it is so important to their culture. Then students will practice their
dictionary skills and look up meanings of at least 5 Ojibwe words that come up in chapter 1 of
our novel that we will start next week.
1. Review previous lessons.
a. Yesterday you learned some greetings in Ojibwe -- what are some ways you can
say hello? (Answers: ahneen; nanaboozhoo; boozhoo; and a ceremonial greeting
that includes your name, clan, and community)
b. How do you say goodbye? -- there is no way to say goodbye in Ojibwe, instead
they say “later again I will see you” or baamaapii “later” for short.
2. Tell students: Today we will watch a video about the importance of language from the
Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe.  This tribe is located just 3 hours north of the Twin Cities at
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Lake Mille Lacs -- has anyone been here? As we watch the video, think about what
stands out to you - how does it change your view of language?
3. Watch the video.
4. Discuss: What were your thoughts and reactions? How does this change your view on
language?
a. We can honor languages by taking the time to learn some words and phrases and
take the time to learn how to pronounce words, names, and places correctly. We
do not need to be fluent in the language to honor it!
b. Those of you who are learning another language -- do you have any tips for
people who want to learn a new language? What has worked for you? (ask for any
input, ELL or otherwise!)
i. Possible responses: repetition; write everything down; watch tv in that
language; read books in that language; put on closed captions in that
language; use the internet.
5. Explain Assignment:  Ojibwe Word Art - We are almost ready to start reading the novel,
The Birchbark House! This assignment is to help you get familiar with and practice some
of the Ojibwe words we will be seeing in the book. Today you will pick 5 words out of
the Ojibwe Word list provided, and turn them into Word Art that helps you remember the
meaning of the word and how to pronounce it. You will be using the online Ojibwe
People’s Dictionary to look up the meaning of the words, and listen to how they are
pronounced. Your word art should include the following:
- the Ojibwe word
- a pronunciation guide for how to say the word (practice saying the words out loud!)
- at least 1 picture or drawing that represents the word
- repeat for at least 5 Ojibwe words.
Closing
The rest of today is work time to finish the assignment. Tomorrow will be a fun day of testing
our knowledge of new Ojibwe vocabulary words and reflecting on our learning that we have
completed over the last 9 days.  Then we’ll be ready to dive into our novel, The Birchbark
House, with a stronger understanding of indigenous people and wider perspectives so we can
avoid stereotypes and single stories.
Assessment
Appendix I - Ojibwe Word Art
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DAY TEN




● I can practice using Ojibwe vocabulary words so I am used to seeing them and saying
them out loud!
● I can reflect on my knowledge growth over the last two weeks.
Materials
● Ojibwe Vocabulary Review activities (Kahoot and Quizlet Live)
Academic Vocabulary
Lesson - 45 Minutes
Overview: Today is all about celebrating and having some fun with the new Ojibwe vocabulary
that appears in chapter 1 of The Birchbark House. Students will be exposed to more Ojibwe
vocabulary, and enjoy some gamification while getting exposed to new vocabulary. Students will
end the day with a reflection on the last 9 days and how they have grown or changed after this
unit about expanding single stories.
1. Review previous lessons:
a. Over the last 9 days we have accomplished a lot. We have talked about and
shared our own stories, we have learned that single stories can be dangerous, we
have learned how to become aware of single stories and challenge them with
more information and learning. We applied this to Native American stories and
have been learning and expanding our stories about them in an effort to widen our
perspectives as we get ready to read our next novel. The last few days, we have
been learning about the Ojibwe language.  Today is our day to celebrate all of that
learning and play some games. We will end today and this unit with some
reflection.
2. Tell students:  Our learning targets today are:  I can practice using Ojibwe vocabulary
words so I am used to seeing them and saying them out loud! And I can reflect on my
knowledge growth over the last two weeks.  We’ll start with playing some games!
a. Play Kahoot: Ojibwe Practice
b. Play Quizlet Live: Ojibwe Practice
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3. Explain the assignment:  End of Unit Reflection - Use the last 5-10 minutes of class.
Reflect on your thinking, learning, and work over the last two weeks in class. Answer
these 3 questions.
a. What were some of the most interesting discoveries you made from the activities
we did in class? (Think about:  We are Water Protectors, The Danger of a Single
Story, Tic Tac Toe board, Digging Deeper, Ojibwe language learning, etc.)
b. What are some discoveries you made about yourself and single stories?  How has
your story changed or grown?
c. Do you think Mrs. Sutliff, should continue teaching this unit (next year) on single
stories of Native people? Why or why not?
Closing
Finish class with time just for writing and reflection. Encourage students to think deeply about
what they have accomplished in the last two weeks discussing the danger of single stories and
how they feel they can take action against single stories. Provide a solid 5-10 minutes of writing
time. Close by saying we will continue our work to address single stories as we start our novel
The Birchbark House.
Assessment
Appendix J - End of Unit Reflection
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APPENDIX - A
Day 1 Assessment: Exit Ticket: Sharing Knowledge Reflection/Discussion Questions:
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APPENDIX - B
Day 2 Assessment: The following screenshots show the instructions, sample videos, and




Day 3 Assessment: The Danger of a Single Story EdPuzzle - Within the video students would be
required to pause at predetermined times to answer reflection questions.
Questions in the Video:
1. At 02:58 - What do you think she means when she says "a single story"? What is she
talking about?
2. At 09:37 - Can you think of any times in your own life when you found yourself sucked
into a "single story" understanding of someone else? Or a group of people? Explain the
single story you thought of.
























Day 9 Assessment - Ojibwe Word Art
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